Modern models that perform system-critical tasks such as segmentation and localization exhibit good performance and robustness under ideal conditions (i.e. daytime, overcast) but performance degrades quickly and often catastrophically when input conditions change. In this work, we present a domain adaptation system that uses light-weight input adapters to pre-processes input images, irrespective of their appearance, in a way that makes them compatible with off-the-shelf computer vision tasks that are trained only on inputs with ideal conditions. No fine-tuning is performed on the off-the-shelf models, and the system is capable of incrementally training new input adapters in a self-supervised fashion, using the computer vision tasks as supervisors, when the input domain differs significantly from previously seen domains. We report large improvements in semantic segmentation and topological localization performance on two popular datasets, RobotCar and BDD.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robust Computer Vision is paramount to the prevalence of general-purpose robotics, and even more so in fields such as autonomous transportation, where failures may be catastrophic. Modern models that perform system-critical tasks such as segmentation, detection, localization and classification -either traditional heuristics-based or learned -exhibit good performance and robustness under ideal conditions (i.e. daytime, overcast) but performance degrades quickly and often catastrophically when input conditions change. To have their breakthrough, real-world systems must work under varying illumination, weather and noise conditions, and in the long term will need the ability to adapt to new, unseen domains without explicit supervision.
As a type of domain adaptation technique, domain unification is the holy grail of visual perception, theoretically allowing models trained on samples with limited heterogeneity to perform adequately on scenes that are well out of the distribution of the training data. Domain unification can be applied within the vast distribution of natural images [1] , [2] , [3] , between natural and synthetic images (computer-generated, whether through traditional 3D rendering or more modern GAN-based techniques) [4] , [5] and even between different sensor modalities [6] . Additionally, domain unification can be implemented at different stages of a computer vision pipeline, ranging from direct approaches such as domain confusion [7] , [8] , [9] , fine-tuning models on target domains [1] or mixture-of-expert approaches [10] , etc.
However, a major limiting factor for all these approaches is the scarcity of labelled multi-modal data, driven by the high cost of manual labelling. Most approaches attempt to solve this shortcoming by using 3D-rendered simulations that Authors are from the Oxford Robotics Institute, University of Oxford, UK. {horia, tombruls, pnewman}@robots.ox.ac.uk programatically provide ground-truth [11] , [12] , or by using unsupervised techniques that adapt models based on auxiliary or proxy tasks [7] , [8] , [9] , [13] , [1] .
We propose a hybrid method, where multi-modal data is generated in an unsupervised fashion with approximated, high-quality ground truth, followed by supervised training of domain-adapters, for a battery of computer vision tasks, using this generated data and approximated ground truth. While this final step is supervised, the data used for supervision is itself created in an unsupervised fashion, making the entire pipeline unsupervised. To do so, we start by generating multimodal training data: from a database of image sequences categorized using the time of day and weather conditions at their moment of recording, we select a daytime, overcast, clear reference sequence. We leverage the fact that modern computer-vision pipelines perform excellent (e.g. 0.83 mIOU on the Cityscapes multi-class segmentation validation set [14] ) on inputs with ideal conditions, and thus we run this reference sequence through a set of off-the-shelf computer vision tasks and save the outputs as approximated ground truth -these results are not 100% identical to the real-world ground truth but they approximate it very well.
Secondly, we apply style transfer to the reference sequence in order to produce a set of sequences which are structurally and geometrically identical to the reference se-quence but differ in appearance. The applied style is sourced from many other sequences, each possessing a different appearance. This step is key to our approach -retaining the structure and geometry of the reference sequence while varying appearance means that the approximated ground truth data is still valid: as an example, the same car but with varying appearances -once during daytime and once during nighttime -will still have the same ground truth footprint in a semantic segmentation map. At the end of these two steps we will have produced -in an unsupervised fashion -a set of sequences with varying appearances accompanied by task-specific ground truth data.
In step three, instead of training condition-dependent, separate task-specific models (e.g. a segmentation model for day-time, one for night-time etc.), we train lightweight condition-specific image adapters that are then used with vanilla, off-the-shelf task-specific models. The motivation for this is simple, but important: models that are invariant to input distributions are notoriously difficult to architect, parametrize and learn, while multi-model approaches such as mixture-of-experts do not scale well with the variance of the input distributions due to memory and runtime constraints. We tackle both these problems by training small, lightweight condition-specific convolutional input adapters, while a classifier-supervisor chooses the best adapter to be run, dependent on the distribution of the inputs. This approach adds minimal overhead to any off-the shelf task, benefits from parameter-counts that do not depend on the variances of the input distributions, and lends itself well to online learning of new conditions. Additionally, in contrast to the larger, task-specific models, the image adapter models tend to take up very little storage space and runtime memory and can be nearly-instantaneously loaded and re-loaded by the processing pipeline.
The final stage of our approach allows a robot or vehicle to incrementally adapt to a new, unseen domain: if the condition of the input images does not match one that the system has been previously trained on, the unsupervised style transfer pipeline will select a model that is closest to the current condition, clone it, and fine-tune this cloned model to be able to change the style of the reference sequence so that it matches the style of the current input images. Afterwards, data generated using this new model will be used to train -in a supervised fashion -an additional condition-specific image adapter that will allow upstream computer vision tasks to perform well on the new input image condition.
We benchmark our approach on two important tasks in computer vision and robotics: semantic segmentation and image retrieval/topological localization. This list is obviously not exhaustive, and the addition of extra supervisory tasks may lead to further improvements in performance.
Our main contributions include: • Using cycle-consistency GANs to generate multicondition training data with approximated ground truth for a battery of off-the-shelf computer vision tasks. • Training input image adaptors by using the off-theshelf computer vision models to generate a supervisory signal. • Enabling online learning of new, unseen domains by leveraging the unsupervised data generation pipeline along with domains on which the data generation models have already been trained. • Showing that training multiple lightweight adapter modules is better than training monolithic computer vision models that are invariant to input distributions. Our qualitative and quantitative results are presented in section V.
II. RELATED WORK A. Computer Vision Tasks
Semantic Segmentation: Semantic segmentation is a key task in robotics, and modern approaches exhibit very good performance when input conditions are favourable. Deep convolutional models such as Deeplab V3+ [14] , SDN [15] or PSPNet [16] achieve high class-mIOU figures ( 80%) on benchmarks such as Cityscapes [17] , but their performance breaks down fast when their inputs change due to different weather conditions, seasons or times of day. For this work, we chose DeepLab V3+ as the reference model due to its excellent open-source implementation and availability of results on a number of popular benchmarks.
Topological Localization: Similarly, widely used topological localization frameworks such as FABMAP [18] , SeqSlam [19] or NetVLAD [20] achieve high recall and precision figures on clear, daytime images or when explicitly matching images with the same condition (e.g. winter-winter matching), but break down when the conditions of the locations to be matched differ. For this work, we chose NetVLAD as the reference topological localizer.
B. Domain Adaptation
Domain Confusion: The most common approaches fall under the umbrella of domain confusion, making use of a discriminator that forces features extracted by an encoder to follow a similar distribution for both a source and a target domain [7] , [8] , [9] , [13] , [21] , [22] . The downside of these approaches is the lack of a direct loss for the target domain, which limits its upper bound on performance.
Style-Transfer: Other approaches attempt to directly train computer vision models using synthetic data generated via style-transfer, or to directly adapt the input data to the target domain. Notable approaches include those of [4] , [5] , [23] , [3] and [2] . Generally, these methods seem to have the most promise of reducing the domain gap between real and synthetic images, hence our decision to generate training data using the approach of [24] .
In [25] , a style-transfer pipeline is trained incrementally by feeding the segmentation map, obtained at a previous adaptation step, as an auxiliary input at each incremental step. The downside is that this type of self-supervised approach assumes that high values in the softmax layer (using segmentation as an example) automatically correlate with higher prediction accuracies, whereas we only approximate ground truth labels once, on a reference, high-quality input sequence using models whose accuracies have actually been validated experimentally.
The closest to our approach is [1] , where a semantic segmentation network is trained first with a day-time handlabelled dataset, and then used to predict labels on intermediary datasets recorded at incremental types of twilight. The twilight images and estimated labels are then used to further fine-tune the segmentation model, which is finally used to segment night-time images. In contrast, our approach only computes approximated labels on the reference condition and uses the rest of the conditions as a guide for style transfer. However, the approach of [1] could be used as a drop-in replacement for style transfer in the larger context of our framework. Similarly, [26] trains segmentation models with a mixture of source domain images and synthetic images with the style of an incrementally-shifted target domain. The main difference between these approaches and our work is that instead of directly training or fine-tuning computervision tasks, we train lightweight input adapters while using the performance (loss) on these tasks as a supervisory signal.
Additionally, [27] presents an approach where an encoderdecoder is trained to transform the appearance of input images to a reference appearance, but this is only benchmarked on scenes with small changes in appearance, in the context of 6-DOF localization.
C. Online Learning
The authors of [28] present an approach to incremental online domain adaptation, making use of unsupervised training by employing domain confusion at the level of encoder features from both target and source domains, while slowly shifting both domains through a range of incremental appearance changes (e.g. day to night). In our case, the unsupervised regimen is moved to the data-creation stage, with the generated data being used for supervised training of the input adapters, leading to better training stability and better performing models. Additionally, the authors present a method of reducing data storage requirements by approximating the feature distribution of the source data (or reference data, in our case) using a generative model, which could potentially be swapped for the reference sequence in our approach.
Other approaches include map-management for lifelong learning [29] and adaptation on a domain manifold [30] . Our incremental learning pipeline follows the spirit of these works by always choosing to fine-tune a seed model that was initially trained on data from a domain that is close to the current target domain.
D. Expert Systems
Finally, systems [31] , [10] exist that attempt to achieve invariance to the input conditions by running multiple submodels in parallel and combining their outputs using a weighting or gating scheme to yield the desired result. One major issue with this type of approach is that runtime memory and processing power requirements increase linearly with the number of expert components used in parallel. While we also produce a number of input adapters that is proportional to the number of target domains, our classifier will choose only one input adapter to be run, per target domain, leading to a very small computational and memory footprint at runtime.
III. LEARNING CONDITION-DEPENDENT REPRESENTATIONS

A. Synthetic Multi-Condition Data
The first step in our approach is data generation. From the Oxford Robotcar Dataset [32] , we select a reference sequence -one that is daytime, clear, overcast -and a number of traversals with difficult conditions -night, rain, snow etc. We use these conditions, along with a cycle-consistency architecture GAN [24] , to train generative models that can apply style transfer to the reference condition in order to create a number of synthetic sequences that maintain the structure and geometry of the reference condition -locations, shapes and topologies of both static and dynamic objects and of the overall scene -but exhibit variation in appearance. In the following paragraphs we offer a succinct introduction to cycle-consistency GANs and how we use them to generate new data. The explanations offered here are in no way exhaustive, and interested readers should refer to the work of [24] for further details.
Following the work of [24] , we employ 2 generators: given an image I A from domain A (reference) and an image I B from domain B (night, rain, snow etc.), we use generator G AB to translate an image style from domain A to domain B and generator G BA to translate an image style from domain B back into domain A. An adversarial loss is applied on the output of each generator: discriminator D B on the output of generator G AB , and discriminator D A on the output of generator G BA . The adversarial losses are formulated as:
The complete adversarial objective to be minimized L adv is:
We train the discriminators to minimize the following objective:
The complete discriminator objective to be minimized L disc is:
A cycle-consistency loss [24] is applied between the reconstructed and input images:
The final generator objective L gen is:
with each λ term representing a hyperparameter that weighs the importance of each individual objective. We want to find the optimal generators G AB , G BA that minimize the complete objective:
L1 Loss real or fake ?
L1 Loss real or fake ? Fig. 2 . The overall training architecture of the cycle-consistency GAN used to generate synthetic training data. We follow the training regimen described in [24] for each of the N pairings between the reference condition and a target condition.
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We follow this methodology for N difficult conditions (domain B), always paired with the reference condition (domain A), yielding 2N generators. However, once the generators have converged, we only use the generators that apply the style of domains B to images from domain A -G AB -to generate N versions of the reference sequence, each bearing the appearance of a sequence from domain B. Please note that for brevity we omit the condition-specific subscripts from the equations above. An overview of the CycleGAN architecture is shown if Figure 2 .
B. Input Adapters
The second step in our approach is to use the data generated in the previous step to train a bank of adapters that preprocess the input images such that they follow a distribution similar to that of the training sets used to train the bank of tasks. We formulate our input adapters as convolutional encoder-decoders with 3 down-convolutions, a bottleneck with N res ResNet [33] blocks and 3 transpose-convolutions. The input to our adaptors is a 3-channel RGB image, while the output is a 3-channel image compatible with the inputs of many well-known models (semantic segmentation, object detection, depth estimation etc). This configuration provides a light-weight solution that is easy to train using labelled data, with reduced storage requirements and a small run-time memory footprint.
For each input adapter F k (specific to a k th particular appearance), and each task T m , we formulate the following loss:
where G AB k is the CycleGAN generator that transforms images from the reference condition to the k th condition, and I A is an input reference image. For each input adapter F k specific to condition k out of N conditions, and M tasks, the final objective to be optimized becomes: 
where α m is a non-negative weight modulating the importance of each task T m .
One key takeaway here is that F k is essentially different from G BA k (the domain-specific generator that maps an image back to the appearance of the reference sequence) -we are not directly concerned with obtaining images that possess the appearance of the reference sequence, instead we want to obtain a processed image that maximizes the performance on the set of tasks T m . This can be observed in Figure 6 , second image from left.
C. Domain Classifier
We employ a domain classifier D to select the most suitable input adapter F k that enables optimal performance on input images with the k th condition. The classifier follows a largely traditional architecture comprised of 4 convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layers followed by a softmax layer, outputting an N -length vector. Given an input image I A and a domain label t as an N -length one-hot encoding, we wish to find the parameters of the classifier D that minimizes the cross-entropy between the output of the classifier and the target label t:
with k used to denote the element in each one-hot encoding.
After training the classifier with N conditions, we additionally use the output of the penultimate fully-connected layer as a length-128 condition descriptor, which allows us to discriminatively identify domains that are outside of the original N domains used during training. To do this, we average the descriptors over a sequence of input images, and compare to other stored descriptors in the Euclidean space. A detailed explanation of how this is used is presented in Subsection III-E. 
D. Parameter Memory
After training each of the N condition-specific input adapters F k parameters (weights) are stored in a memory (database) S. Additionally, the parameters of input adapters fine-tuned following the approach described in Subsection III-E are also stored in the same memory. The classifier described in Subsection III-C is used to select a set of optimal parameters to be used in the input adapter F k . The memory can be queried in two ways: either by using an index k between 1 and N (the number of initial conditions) or by specifying a length-128 query descriptor and retrieving the set of parameters associated with the descriptor that is closest in the Euclidean space. To enable online learning of unseen domains, we additionally save the parameters of the cycle-consistency GAN generators using the same addressing scheme. 
E. Online Learning
The pipeline described in the previous subsections can be extended to incremental, unsupervised, online learning of new, unseen domains without requiring any significant modifications to the existing system. We summarize and outline below the processed used:
• Given a continuous sequence of incoming images, we store the current frame and T −1 past frames in a buffer of length T that gets updated using a First-In-First-Out scheme • For each frame in the buffer, we compute a length-128 condition descriptor using the penultimate layer of the classifier and average all the descriptors, yielding one single length-128 average descriptor • If this average descriptor condition differs(in Euclidean space) by more than a threshold from the descriptors of any conditions previously trained on (i.e. the parameter memory S is unable to reliably identify the condition), the following training pipeline is triggered: • We select the cycle-consistency GAN models closest to the current condition(using the condition descriptor), clone and fine-tune them for the current condition using the sequence stored in the buffer • We use the newly trained generators from above to apply the new style to the reference condition to create a new training sequence • We select the input adapter that is closest to the new condition(again using the descriptor), clone it and train it using the newly created training sequence from above • We begin using this new adapter in the pipeline until the input condition changes significantly again In the following section we describe our experimental setup.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Creating multiple conditions
From the RobotCar Dataset [32] , we choose N = 7 initial conditions: Snow, Dusk, Night, Night(rain), Night(low exp.), Shadows, Sun(glare) and a reference condition with a daytime, overcast condition. Additionally, we choose Sun (with ultrahigh exposure) as a condition not seen during initial training, to be used for online training.
B. Training
For training the cycle-consistency GAN models, we closely follow the approach from [24] , and the reader is encouraged to consult the publication for further details. We train each of the initial N condition pairs for 100 epochs, and each online fine-tuning stage for 5 epochs. For training the input adapters, we use the Adam optimizer [35] with a base learning rate of 0.0005, β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999. We have found that training an initial adapter on the reference condition (creating an identity function) and then using the parameters of this adapter as a 'seed' for training the initial N adapters greatly stabilizes and speeds up training. This provides the hint that most parametrisations for different condition adapters lie relatively close to each other on the parameter manifold, partly explaining the relative efficiency of our approach to incremental domain adaptation. We train the input adapters for 20 (offline) or 5 (online) epochs or until performance on the validation split stops increasing, whichever comes first.
C. The tasks
For our particular experiment, we chose M = 2 tasks: semantic segmentation and topological localisation, since they represent two critical components for robotics. For the semantic segmentation task, we chose to use DeepLab V3+, as it produces state of the art results on a number of standard benchmarks [14] . We use a model checkpoint 1 trained on the Cityscapes dataset [17] that achieves 0.83% mIOU on the Cityscapes test split. For topological localisation, we chose the de-facto standard approach of computing place descriptors, NetVLAD [20] , and used L2 matching. We use a model checkpoint 2 trained on the Pitts30K dataset [36] .
Both of these architectures may be freely swapped with others as long as they are end-to-end differentiable. We set λ = 1 for semantic segmentation and λ = 10 for topological localisation, as we have noticed that increasing the importance of the localisation task improves overall performance without affecting the semantic segmentation task.
D. Performance
The input adapter performs inference at approximately 20 Hz for RGB inputs with a size of 640×480, on an Nvidia Titan V GPU. The chosen tasks have independent runtime performances of 3 Hz and 20 Hz for semantic segmentation and topological localisation, respectively.
We benchmark on-line learning by introducing an unseen condition (Sun with ultrahigh camera exposure). When starting from a system trained on N = 7 initial conditions described above, with the closest condition being Sun with glare, on-line training for the new domain takes approximately 30 minutes to first fine-tune the cycle-consistency GAN generators, followed by approximately 10 minutes to train the input adapter. This gives a complete cycle of 40 minutes, meaning that we can fine-tune for new domains approximately 36 times per day. This time should decrease with the addition of more conditions, as new domains could then benefit from 'closer' seeds when performing online training.
V. RESULTS
For semantic segmentation, we create a testing split from the RobotCar Dataset [32] reference sequence and generate testing sequences with different conditions by applying style-transfer using the cycle-consistency GAN generators obtained during the training stage of our pipeline. This process yields sequences with 8 different conditions (the 7 initial conditions and one additional condition for testing online learning) and a common approximated ground truth. We again wish to remind the reader that testing is done on sequences derived from the reference sequence through style transfer (along with the approximated ground truth) due to a lack of semantic annotation for the RobotCar Dataset. To show the increase in segmentation performance on a dataset with hand-labelled groundtruth, we further test our system on the validation split of the BDD100K segmentation dataset [37] . As we train exclusively on data from the RobotCar Dataset, BDD is a domain that has never been seen during training of any components of our pipeline, and better reflects the usefulness of the proposed pipeline. As the BDD validation sequence does not have enough instances of each condition to also demonstrate online-learning, we freeze our system trained on 8 conditions (N = 7 initial 1 https://github.com/tensorflow/models/blob/ master/research/deeplab/g3doc/model_zoo.md 2 https://github.com/uzh-rpg/netvlad_tf_open conditions and 1 online-learned condition) and test it on BDD. For topological localisation, we test on real sequences (not produced using style-transfer) from the RobotCarDataset using the provided INS-RTK GPS ground truth, using a tolerance of 5 meters and reporting Precision-Recall and Area Under Curve (AUC).
A. Quantitative results
Semantic segmentation performance is significantly improved for RobotCar sequences, as can be seen in Table  III . We compare our method (Indiv. adapters) of selecting input adapters with 3 other scenarios: a Baseline where the segmentation model is applied directly on the input image, one where we fine-tune the DeepLab segmentation model on all existing conditions (Deeplab-all) and one where we fine-tune individual DeepLab segmentation models for each condition, and use the classifier output to select the right model. The results show that our method consistently and significantly surpasses all other methods, with an average improvement of over 20 percentage points over the Baseline method. Additionally, night-time conditions show impressive gains in performance, with over 47 percentage points gained over Baseline for the Night(rain) condition. Table I presents results for semantic segmentation on the BDD dataset, which has never been seen during training. We test against the same 3 methods described above and again observe significant improvements, with over 5 percentage points gained in Mean Intersection Over Union compared to the Baseline method.
Similarly, topological localization shows a significant overall improvement, with an average of 10 percentage points of overall improvement in Area Under Curve (AUC), and very large improvements for Sun(glare) and Shadows. Night-time traversals are one exception where the improvements are still positive but smaller, as the task of detecting discriminative features is arguably harder than performing segmentation. Table II and Figures 8,7 present the results in more detail.
The condition classifier has an overall accuracy of 91%. The classifier confusion matrix is presented in Figure 9 . The confusion of the reference, dusk and snow conditions does not lead, empirically, to a large drop in upstream task performance as there is a large degree of similarity between them.
B. Qualitative results
Additionally, we inspect segmentation results on real sequences (not produced using style-transfer) from the Robot-Car Dataset. While they possess the same range of conditions as the ones the system was trained on, a ground truth is not available. We observe improvements in segmentation across the board, with the most important classes (vehicles, pedestrians, bicyclists etc) becoming distinguishable in even the most difficult conditions. An example for night-time is given in Figure 6 .
C. Online learning results
To test our online learning capabilities, we run our system on a condition never before seen during training, Sun(with ultrahigh camera exposure). The descriptor extracted from the penultimate layer of the classifier cannot be accurately matched to any stored descriptors, so the online training process is triggered. In the descriptor feature space, the closest condition stored is Sun(glare), which is used as a seed for training the cycle-consistency GAN generators and a new input adapter. Results for this new condition are presented in Figures 7, 8 and in the gray shaded columns in Tables II and III . As with the initial condition, we observe a large and significant increase in performance for both topological localisation (over 15 percentage points) and semantic segmentation (11 percentage points). Fig. 7 . RobotCar topological localisation Precision-Recall without input adapters. The AUC values can be found in Table II . Fig. 8 .
RobotCar topological localisation Precision-Recall with input adapters. The AUC values can be found in Table II . VI. CONCLUSIONS To prevent performance of computer vision tasks from degrading quickly and often catastrophically when input conditions change, we have presented a domain adaptation system that uses light-weight input adapters to pre-processes input images, irrespective of their appearance, in a way that makes them compatible with off-the-shelf computer vision tasks that are trained only on inputs with ideal conditions. No fine-tuning is performed on the off-the-shelf models, and the system is capable of incrementally training new input adapters in a self-supervised fashion, using the computer vision tasks as supervisors, when the input domain differs significantly from previously seen domains. We report large improvements in semantic segmentation and topological localization performance on two popular datasets, RobotCar and BDD. This work is presented as a framework, and each end-to-end differentiable component may be replaced with a better-performing counterpart, or with one that is bettersuited for the task at hand, if available. Additionally, the training process may be extended to work with an arbitrary number of supervisory signals. Finally, our on-line training regimen benefits from convergence times that decrease as a function of the number of domains trained on.
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